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* Easy access from front panel to all major components for maintenance
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* Safety system to cut off electricity and heating if the pan is raised

* Safety thermostat to avoid overheating

* Thermostatic temperature control between 50-300°C on electric models

* High quality thermal insulation for limited heat radiation and low energy consumption

* Double skin lid with counter balanced mechanism for easy opening

* Manuel wheel-operated or optional electrically controlled tilt mechanism

* Manuel water refilling.
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STANDARDS & CERTIFICATES
EN 60335-1 European Standard relating to safety of household and similar electrical appliances

EN 60335-2-39 European Standard relating to safety of household and similar electrical appliances

Electrically controlled tilting mehanism.

ACCESSORIES

Even heat distribution with armored heating elements under the cooking surface on electric models

Uniform heat distribution with armored heating elements 

Automatic power cut off during tilting 

OPTIONS

ELECTRIC BRATT PAN
High grade 8 mm stainless steel thick bottom for corrosion resistance

Optional 10 mm thick duomat cooking surface with the combination of 2 different stainless steel for better thermal stability  

avaible on request

Rounded corners for easy of cleaning

2 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel laser cut top

Flush top setting with secure fixing screws

3 installation options; standalone(fixed on a base w/ or w/o door), cantilever or on concrete plinth

Installation gap behind the equipment for plumbing & electrical connections

Modular system for flexibility

CONSTRUCTION
All stainless steel construction to avoid any infiltration

Top, sides, back, front panels and control consoles in stainless steel with satin scotch-brite finish

Standalone and base units are equipped with heavy duty 150 mm adjustable stainless feets.

900 SERIE MAIN FEATURES

7867.N1.10908.05 ELECTRIC BRATT PAN 100 lt MANUAL TILTING OTE 100
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Supply Voltage:

kW

21Protection Class: IP

400V / 3 NPE  50/60 Hz

Power: 12

G30/G31 Pressure:

Temperature (min-max) 5-60 °Cbar kPa

Gas Inlet:kcal

1,5-6 150-600

m³/hPressure:G20

mbar
kg/h

kWPower: Btu/hr

GAS

Width (mm)

Depth (mm)

Height (mm)

Weight (kg)

Volume (m³)

liter

COMPOSITION OF TOP

44

COMPOSITION OF THE BOTTOM PART

Cooking surface (dm2)

Well Capacity

Cooking well height (mm)

Cooking well surface (mm)

100

900x530

up to spout:184/max.230
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OTE 100

Height (mm)

Weight (kg)

DIMENSIONS (Net)

model:code:

7867.N1.10908.05

900 SERIE

ELECTRIC BRATT PAN 100 lt MANUAL TILTING

Width (mm)

Depth (mm)

DIMENSIONS (Shipping) 

1000

900

850

131,8

DRAIN

G30 Pressure:

WATER-IN

Cold Water Inlet:

Hot Water Inlet:

3/4"

3/4"
Pressure (min-max)

ELECTRICITY

Hardness: 0-10 F
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